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Abstract. Proposed in this work is a theoretical model that enables to correctly calculate
light emission characteristics of a hybrid nanosystem formed by a spherical 
semiconductor quantum dot (QD) and spherical metal nanoparticle (NP) when QD is 
excited by light. The QD that emits mainly dipole-type electromagnetic (EM) field can 
not be considered as a point dipole at small separation distances between QD and NP (of 
the same order as the QD size). However, only the “point dipole” concept of QD is used 
in all currently known theoretical models of hybrid nanosystems. Correspondingly, 
unlike a simulated “point dipole + spherical metal NP”, the real hybrid nanosystem is 
nonspherical as a whole. In this work: i) relations have been obtained between the 
coefficients of EM field multipole expansions in two spherical coordinate systems with 
their origins in semiconductor QD and metal NP. As a result, spherical symmetry of 
semiconductor QD and metal NP can be used separately to solve the equations related to
boundary conditions at their surfaces; ii) it has been shown that EM field emitted by QD 
can be represented as a sum of contributions of all crystal unit cells forming QD and that 
each unit cell can be considered as an emitting point dipole. The contribution of a 
particular unit cell to the total EM field is determined by the exciton wave function; 
iii) to be closer to the real situation, the contribution  ib  of interband transitions to 
the NP permittivity has been taken into account in the visible spectral range.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, the number of theoretical and 
experimental studies of hybrid metal-semiconductor 
nanostructures has grown exponentially due to progress
in fabrication techniques and wide prospects for efficient 
practical application of these nanostructures. The interest 
to hybrid nanostructures is caused by the fact that the 
excitonic, plasmonic and magnetic properties of their 
constituent parts can be combined in a single structure to 
give a synergistic effect. As a result, these 
nanostructures can possess a variety of new unique 
properties (for the latest review see e.g. [1]). 
Under external laser excitation of a hybrid 
“semiconductor QD + metal NP” system, two 
possibilities of light absorption exist. At resonance or 
near-resonance excitation, light can be absorbed by both 
QD and NP (resonance means that the energies of laser 
photons are close to the energies of the localized surface 
plasmons in metal NP and the energies of size-quantized 
exciton states in QD), while at non-resonance excitation 
light is mainly absorbed in QD. In the first case, direct 
excitation of local surface plasmon modes in metal NP 
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creates strong local fields in the NP vicinity enhancing 
optical energy absorption by QD. The QD emission of 
the absorbed energy in its turn is enhanced due to 
resonance between exciton states in QD and local 
radiating plasmon modes in metal NP, see e.g. [2]. This 
situation corresponds to the so-called “weak-coupling 
regime”. In the “strong-coupling regime”, resonant 
exciton-plasmon interactions modify exciton wave 
functions and local plasmon modes, thus leading to the 
changes in exciton and local plasmon resonance 
energies, see e.g. [3-6]. The case when quantum emitter 
(QD) is initially excited by external laser field also has 
been studied theoretically in a number of works, see e.g. 
[7]. However, in all currently known studies of the 
QD+NP nanosystems, QD as a whole is considered as a 
(point) dipole. Point dipole approximation is completely 
justified in the case of an isolated atom or luminophore 
molecule, or when the QD size is small enough as 
compared to the interparticle separation distance and NP 
size. However, it seems that at a comparable QD size 
and interparticle separation distance, light emission by 
QD should be considered more accurately. The goal of 
this work is to develop a model allowing to correctly 
calculate semiconductor QD emission in the vicinity of 
metal NP. The key point of the proposed theory is the 
statement that despite semiconductor QD as a whole 
cannot be considered as a point dipole at comparable 
sizes and distances in a QD+NP nanosystem, its 
constituent parts, i.e. crystal unit cells forming QD can 
be. Therefore, to calculate the emission characteristics of 
semiconductor QD in the vicinity of metal NP, it is 
necessary to consider previously the contribution of an 
arbitrary unit cell of QD, and then integrate the 
contributions of all the unit cells with corresponding 
weight factors determined by the exciton wave function. 
In this work, we consider the first part of this problem 
that is reduced to the calculation of an EM field of a 
point dipole radiating inside semiconductor QD in the 
case when QD is located in the immediate vicinity of 
metal NP. 
2. Model validation
In this section, we schematically present grounds for 
considering QD as an ensemble of oscillating point 
dipoles inside QD. Consider the multi-electron system of 
semiconductor QD when one of the electrons is excited 
from the state associated with the valence band of bulk 
material that forms QD into the state associated with the 
conduction band. In the linear approximation, the 
solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation can 
be written in this case as follows:
      titit  0100 expexp , (1)
where 0 is the wave-function of the ground state of the 
multi-electron system with Hartree-Fock energy 0 ,  
1 – correction to the wave function 0 caused by 
specified perturbation,  – energy of perturbation. The 
wave function 0 can be written as antisymmetrized 
product of one-electron orthonormal Wannier lattice-site 
functions of the valence band [8]: 
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where pˆ  is the operator of a particular permutation of 
the total  !NK  permutations, at which NK  space-
spin electron variables   NK~,,~,~ 21  are 
distributed over NK -fold product of the valence band 
lattice-site Wannier functions      sbb VV   rξ nn ~~ ,~,,~
as their arguments ( r~ is the spatial and s is the spin 
variables), Ар is multiplicity of the permutation p, N –
total number of lattice sites (unit cells) in QD, n~ –
lattice site coordinate, l
~
 in (2) runs over all N lattice 
sites of QD,  is a symbol characterizing electron spin 
state,  – symbol characterizing crystallographic 
directions (in crystals with cubic lattice structure, 
valence band Wannier states are degenerated over all 
three crystallographic directions), ,K  is the 
multiplicity of degeneracy over the electron spin and 
crystallographic directions. Here and below, the tilde 
over the variables means that they are written in the 
coordinate system centered in semiconductor QD.
The wave function 1  can be written as a 
superposition of antisymmetrized 
ts
~~ -states in which 
one of the electrons of the multi-electron system is
transferred from the localized in the site s~ -Wannier 
state of the valence band Vb ,,~s  into the localized in the 
site t
~  -Wannier state of the conduction band Cb ,~t :
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The coefficients 
ts
~~C  are the amplitudes of these 

ts
~~ -states,
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Similarly to [9, 10], introduce the mean dipole 
moment  t,~LP  of the lattice site L~  generated due to 
the above specified perturbation of the QD multi-
electron system, 
        edtptt    ~~ˆ,~ 0 LLP , (5)
where integration is taken over all NK  variables of 
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the multi-electron system, )
~
(0ˆ Lp  is the dipole moment 
operator in the site L
~
, 
 
i
ii Tep )
~~()
~~()
~
(0ˆ LrLrL . (6)
In this formula, summation is taken over all N
spatial variables of the multi-electron system, 
  0~~ LriT , if spatial variable ir~  turns out to be 
outside the unit cell at the site L
~
, and   1~~ LriT , if 
ir
~  is within the unit cell.
By carrying out integration in (5), the following 
expression can be obtained:
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The integral in (7) is taken over the volume V0 of 
the unit cell at the site L
~
. Since Wannier functions are
strongly localized within the respective unit cells at the 
sites s~  and t
~
, the only option when integral in (7) is 
not zero corresponds to the case Lts
~~~  . By 
introducing the notation p  for the independent of a 
particular site s~  unit cell dipole moment, 
 
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   , (8)
the following expression for the mean dipole moment 
 t,~LP  of the lattice site L~ can be obtained: 
   tiCt  

 exp,~ ~~ pLP LL , (9)
i.e.  t,~LP  is formed by the unit cell dipole moments 
p  with weight coefficients 

LL
~~C . The polarization 
density due to the generated dipole moment p  in the 
unit cell L
~
 is   0~ V  pLP . By passing from the 
discrete variable L
~
 to continuous dr
~ , the discrete 
amplitude 
LL
~~C  transforms into the exciton envelope 
wave function )~,~( ddex rr
  in electron-electron 
representation. In the first approximation, this function 
takes a form of the product of electron and hole wave 
functions of size-quantized states in QD, 
     dhdeddex rrrr ~~~,~   . Accordingly, the located 
in the site L
~
 unit cell dipole with the dipole moment 
p  (8) transforms into the located in the point dr
~  point 
dipole with the same dipole moment p , the 
polarization density  LP ~  transforms into 
   drrprP ~~~   . By summing up the contributions 
of all the unit cells of QD to the total EM field, the 
discrete sums of the type  L
L
LL
~
~
~~ fC   should be 
replaced by the integrals ddddex rdf
~)~()~,~( 3rrr  .
3. System under consideration 
Consider the system formed by the following three 
constituents (see Fig. 1):
1) Spherical metal NP of the radius R1 which is 
characterized by a non-local permittivity  k,1  . With 
account of spatial dispersion as well as additional 
electron scattering at the NP walls, one can consider NP 
of extremely small sizes (less than 10 nm in diameter) by 
using the methods of classical macroscopic 
electrodynamics [11]. In the optical range of 
frequencies,  k,1   can be expressed as
       kk LTplibLT ,1,1  , (10)
where the second term in the right-hand side is the 
contribution of bound electrons participating in 
interband electronic transitions, and the third term
        221F
2
/
,
kRAvi
k
LT
pLT
pl 

 (11)
is the contribution of free electrons. Indices T and L are 
used to denote transverse (T) and longitudinal (L) 
components of the permittivity. Within the 
hydrodynamic model F53 vL  , where Fv  is the 
Fermi velocity ( Fv 1.4∙108 cm/s in the case of gold or 
silver), while 0T  and therefore    0,, 11  TT k . 
The decay constant flv /F , where lf  is the mean 
free path of electrons, the constant A takes values within 
the range from 0.1 to 0.7 [11], depending on the 
mechanism of electron scattering on the NP walls and 
other factors,  menp /4 22  is the plasma frequency 
Fig. 1. Point dipole p in the vicinity of metal NP; the 
system is spherically symmetric (a). Semiconductor QD with
point dipole p in the vicinity of metal NP; the system isn’t 
spherically symmetric (b).
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of the NP material. At a given frequency  , the wave 
number Tk  of transverse electromagnetic excitations in 
NP is determined by the dispersion law 
  2212 /0, ck TT  , while the wave number Lk  of the 
longitudinal electric excitations can be found from the 
condition   0,1  LL k .
2) Spherical semiconductor QD of the radius R2
with a background permittivity 2. The distance between 
QD and NP centers is D > R1 + R2. 
3) Barrier matrix with the permittivity 3 in which 
QD and NP are embedded.
The formulated electrodynamic problem can be 
considered using multipole expansions of EM field. Two 
the most known forms of the multipole expansions are 
those presented in [12] and [13]. In the Jackson textbook 
[12], vector spherical harmonics  lmX  are used for 
this purpose. The expansions on the base of spherical 
vector wave functions   ,31 rlmM  and   ,31 rlmN  are 
presented in the Stratton textbook [13]. In fact, these two 
forms of expansions are completely equivalent. 
However, to make intermediate calculations less 
cumbersome, the Jackson formalism is used below. 
Correspondingly, all further formulas are written in the 
Gaussian unit system in compliance with [12]. 
When calculating the EM field in the QD+NP 
system, the boundary conditions on both QD and NP 
spherical surfaces should be satisfied. To ensure this, it 
is necessary to establish a relation between multipole 
components of the field in two different spherical 
coordinate systems with their origins О1 in metal NP and 
О2 in semiconductor QD.
4. Relationships between multipole expansions 
of electromagnetic field in two coordinate systems 
shifted to each other 
When calculating the EM field in a nonspherical 
QD+NP system, it’s desirable to use spherical symmetry 
of QD and NP separately. In accordance with [12], in the 
n-th material with the permittivity n, the transversal 
electric and magnetic fields can be expressed as follows: 
        
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where ck /0  , nn kk  0 ,  mla En ,,  and 
 mla Mn ,,  are the multipole amplitudes (coefficients) 
of the electric and magnetic types, respectively,  xfl  is 
the first kind spherical Hankel function   xhl1  denoted 
hereafter as  xhl , or the spherical Bessel function 
 xjl , or their combination, depending on the region of 
space and asymptotic or boundary conditions that should 
be satisfied, symbol  denotes angular variables  , . 
Normalized vector spherical harmonics  lmX  have
the following explicit form: 
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where 
             imPmlmllY mllm expcos!4/!12 21
 are the normalized scalar spherical harmonics,  xPml
are the associated Legendre functions. Accordingly, 
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In (14) and (15), er, e and e are the orts of the 
spherical coordinate system. By further consideration, 
the following orthogonality and normalization 
conditions are exploited:
    mmlllmml dYY    . (16)
    mmlllmml d    XX , (17)
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    0   dYlmmlX , (21)
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Using the analytical approach outlined in Chapter 
16 of the Jackson textbook [12], it can be found that for 
the oscillating point dipole  tip  expn  located at a 
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point rd ( n  is a unit vector along the dipole direction), 
the multipole coefficients  mla En ,,  and  mla Mn ,,  in 
the expansions (12) and (13) should take the following 
form:
     ][4, 0, dlmdnlnd En rkgkkpmla d   Xn r ,
(23)
     dlmdnlnd Mn rkgkkpimla   Xn20, 4, , (24)
and in this case the following correlation between 
functions  rkf nl  in (12) and (13) and  dnl rkg  in 
(23) and (24) should take place: 
    ,rkjrkf nlnl 
    ddnldnl rrrkhrkg  if, , (25)
    ,rkhrkf nlnl 
    ddnldnl rrrkjrkg  if, . (26)
In fact, these multipole expansions of the point 
dipole field coincide with those expressed in spherical 
vector wave functions   ,31 rlmM  and   ,31 rlmN  [14]. 
For convenience of further consideration, introduce the
following notations:
     ][4, 0,, dlmdnlnd En rkjkkpmla d   Xn r ,
(27)
     ][4, 0,, dlmdnlnd En rkhkkpmla d   Xn r ,
(28)
     dlmdnlnd Mn rkjkkpimla   Xn20,, 4, , (29)
     dlmdnlnd Mn rkhkkpimla   Xn20,, 4, . (30)
A. Homogeneous medium
First, consider a point dipole in a homogeneous system 
(1 = 2 = 3). According to (12), multipole expansions of 
the dipole electric field in two shifted to each other 
spherical coordinate systems with their origins at О1 and 
О2 points (see Fig. 1) should have the following form: 
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(32)
Remember that variables and quantities with tilde 
are those related to spherical coordinate system with its 
origin at О2 point. Electric field is independent on a 
particular coordinate system used for its presentation. 
For this reason, the fields (31) and (32) are identically 
equal to each other in an arbitrary point of the space, 
   rErE ~33  . Being multiplied by  nmX  and 
integrated over solid angle  with account of the explicit 
expressions (14) and (15) and normalization and 
orthogonality conditions (17) and (20), this identity 
transforms into the following relationship between the 
coefficient  mna M ,,3  on the one hand, and the 
coefficients  mla dM ,~ ,3  and  mla dE ,~ ,3  on the other 
hand:
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Analogously, from the identity    rBrB ~33   of 
the magnetic fields (13) written in two shifted spherical 
coordinate systems, the following relationship between 
the coefficient  mna E ,,3  and coefficients  mla dM ,~ ,3
and  mla dE ,~ ,3  can be obtained:
     
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In (33) and (34),  DF mnl  and  DGmnl  are the 
following linking coefficients: 
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where
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 yf   is a derivative   dyydf / , 
  212 ]/2/1[ rxDrDs  ,   srDxx //~  , rsr ~ . 
To obtain expressions (35) and (36), the original 
integrals are integrated by parts with account of  zfl
and  xPml  properties. Besides, it is also taken into 
account that   ee~ ,
    srDxrxD rr //1/1 2~ 


  eee , (38)
    srxDrDx r //1/1 2~ 


   eee . (39)
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The linking coefficients mnlF  and 
m
nlG  look like 
coordinate-dependent ones. However, they don’t really 
depend on the “linking coordinate” r. It can be easily 
checked by numerical integration. In the region drr
~~ 
(see Fig. 1), the function  rkfl ~3  in the integrands of 
the expressions (35) and (36) is the spherical Hankel 
function of the first kind,    rkhrkf ll ~~ 33  , and 
   mlamla dMdM ,~,~ ,,3,3   and    mlamla dEdE ,~,~ ,,3,3  in 
the relationships (33) and (34). The function  rkfn 3  is 
the spherical Bessel function jn(k3r) in the region r < rd
and the spherical Hankel function hn(k3r) if r >rd. 
Assume first that dipole is located near the О2 center 
( 0~ dr ). Then,    rkjrkf nn 33   at r < D and 
   rkhrkf nn 33   at r > D. As an example, the results 
of numerical calculations of the linking coefficients mnlF
and mnlG  are shown in Figs 2 and 3 for the following set 
of parameters: {n, l, m} = {2, 3, 1}, 3 = 3, 0 = 2/k0 = 
500 nm, D = 5 nm. As seen from these figures, the 
coefficients mnlF  and 
m
nlG  do not really depend on 
coordinate r, at which they are calculated (i.e. they can 
be calculated at an arbitrary r). At arbitrary finite dr
~ , the 
parts of the dependences in these figures that get into the 
region dd rDrrD
~~   should be simply deleted 
( drr
~~   in this region, therefore the function  rkfl ~3  in 
the integrands (35) and (36) should be the spherical 
Bessel function  rkjl ~3 , the multipole coefficients 
 mla dM ,~ ,3  and  mla dE ,~ ,3  in (33) and (34) should be 
 mla dM ,~ ,,3   and  mla dE ,~ ,,3  , respectively). 
Fig. 2. Linking coefficient mnlF  as a function of r in the case 
of n = 2, l = 3, m = 1, D = 5 nm. In the region r < D
   rkjrkf nn 33  , mnlF  values refer to the left axis of 
ordinates. In the region r > D    rkhrkf nn 33  , mnlF  values 
refer to the right axis of ordinates. 
Fig. 3. Linking coefficient mnlG  as a function of r in the case 
of n = 2, l = 3, m = 1, D = 5 nm. In the region r < D
   rkjrkf nn 33  , mnlG  values refer to the left axis of 
ordinates. In the region r > D    rkhrkf nn 33  , mnlG  values 
refer to the right axis of ordinates.
It can be shown that   mnlnmln FF 11   and 
  mnlnmln GG 11  .
If integrands in (35) and (36) expand in the Taylor 
series in powers of the distance D between the two 
coordinate system origins, then instead of determining 
m
nlF  and 
m
nlG  by numerical integration, it becomes 
possible to find these coefficients analytically (see 
Appendix). However, in this case, an important note 
should be made. Taylor series contains the function 
 rkfl ~3  and its derivatives that should be calculated at 
D = 0. If D tends to zero, then rr ~  and dd rr ~ . For 
this reason, when considering the region drr  , the 
original region drr
~~   at 0D  transforms into the 
region drr
~~   at D = 0. Correspondingly, the original 
function    rkhrkf ll ~~ 33   in the integrands (35) and 
(36), and the multipole coefficients 
     mlamla d EMd EM ,~,~ ,,3,3   in the relationships (33) and 
(34) transform into    rkjrkf ll ~~ 33   and 
     mlamla d EMd EM ,~,~ ,,3,3   due to the above outlined 
correlations (25) and (26). No such transformations 
occur when considering the region drr  . In this region, 
the original function    rkhrkf ll ~~ 33   and the 
coefficients      mlamla d EMd EM ,~,~ ,,3,3   remain 
unchanged at 0D .
B. Semiconductor QD in homogeneous medium
Gradually approaching the QD+NP system in barrier 
matrix, consider a case of light emission by a point 
dipole located inside QD, when metal NP is absent in the 
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system, i.e. when 231   (see Fig. 1). The 
background permittivity 2 usually takes values within 
the range 3 to 15. For instance, in CdTe static 4.102  , 
while in the optical frequency range 2  13 [15]. EM 
field propagating from the point dipole to the QD-matrix 
boundary (i.e. incident (i) on the inner QD boundary 
field)  rE ~2i  and  rB ~2i , as well as reflected (r) inside 
the QD field  rE ~2r  and  rB ~2r  and transmitted (t) into 
the matrix field  rE ~3t  and  rB ~3t  can be written in the 
standard forms (12) and (13) with the corresponding 
spherical Bessel or Hankel functions  rkf nl ~ , 
depending on the necessity to provide the field finiteness 
at 0~ r  or right field asymptotic behavior at r~ . 
For short, only electric fields are written below in order 
to make the introduced notations clear:
     
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The multipole coefficients  mla i E ,~ ,2  and 
 mla i M ,~ ,2  are the coefficients  mla d E ,~ ,,2   (27) and 
 mla d M ,~ ,,2   (29), correspondingly (tilde means that they 
are written in a coordinate system with the center 
in QD). 
From this point, all further consideration is valid as 
well in the case of light emission by QD as a whole. The 
only difference from the case of light emission by the 
point dipole located inside QD is that the QD multipole 
amplitudes  mla i EQD ,~ ,  and  mla i MQD ,~ ,  should be used
in (40) as  mla i E ,~ ,2  and  mla i M ,~ ,2  instead of point 
dipole multipole amplitudes  mla d E ,~ ,,2   and  mla d M ,~ ,,2  , 
correspondingly. As it was already noted, the amplitudes 
 mla i EQD ,~ ,  and  mla i MQD ,~ ,  can be found by 
integrating contributions of all the point dipoles (unit 
cells) inside QD, the contributions being determined by 
the exciton wave function. The lowest in energy 
quantized exciton state is fivefold degenerate in Fz-
projections of the total electron-hole angular momentum 
F = 2 in the case of QD material of cubic modification 
with the fourfold valence band Г8 [16]. To avoid a 
significant increase in the present work volume, the 
calculation of the amplitudes  mla i EQD ,~ ,  and 
 mla i MQD ,~ ,  on the base of the corresponding exciton 
wave functions as well as the calculation of light 
emission characteristics of the whole QD+NP system 
will be presented in a separate work. In brief, the main 
result of this consideration is that the EM field radiated 
by QD as a whole contains only dipole (l = 1) and 
octupole (l = 3) electric-type components and 
quadrupole (l = 2) magnetic-type components, all these 
components of EM field arising due to the presence of 
non-spherical parts in the exciton wave function (i.e. due 
to the spin-orbit interaction and mixing of the heavy and 
light hole states in QD).
From the continuity conditions for the tangential 
components of the electric and magnetic fields at the QD 
surface, two systems of algebraic equations for the 
multipole coefficients can be obtained in the standard 
way [12]. As follows from these equations, 
     mlalVmla i MQDMt M ,~,~ ,223,,3   and 
     mlalVmla i EQDEt E ,~,~ ,223,,3  . Hereafter, the indices j 
and k in the transmission and reflection amplitudes 
 NPQD
jkEMV ),(  are used to indicate the medium from which 
the field is incident on the boundary (first index j) and 
the medium to which the field is transferred (second 
index k). Taking into account that Wronskian 
     2/,W xixhxj ll  , the following expressions for 
 lV QDM 23,  and  lV QDE 23,  can be obtained:
           2223223223222
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Products k2R2 and k3R2 take values within the range 
0.01…0.2 for the QDs with the radius R2 – 1…5 nm, 2
and 3 values – 1…15 and the wavelength 0 –
400…800 nm. Thus, these products are small enough to 
use limit values     !!12/  lxxj ll  and 
    1/!!12  ll xlixh  of the spherical Bessel and 
Hankel functions at small arguments. As a result, the 
following approximate expressions for  lV QDM 23,  and 
 lV QDE 23,  can be obtained from (43) and (44):
     2/12323,  lQDM lV , (45)
         1/12 322/12323,   llllV lQDE . (46)
As seen from (45) and (46), the transmission 
amplitudes  lV QDM 23,  and  lV QDE 23,  are the functions of 
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the multipole number l, and for this reason, the field 
emitted by QD cannot be represented as that of point 
dipole in the case of light emission by the point dipole 
located inside QD, not to mention the case of light 
emission by QD as a whole, when only components with 
l = 1, 2 and 3 form the radiated EM field.
Denote by index i the above transmitted EM fields 
3 ( )
tE r  and 3( )tB r  expressed in spherical coordinate 
system with its origin at the point O1 (see figure 1); the 
corresponding fields will be 3, ( )
i
NPE r  and 3, ( )
i
NPB r . 
These fields can be written in standard forms (12) and 
(13) with the multipole coefficients 
   mlamla i EEn ,, ,3,  ,    mlamla i MMn ,, ,3,   and 
   rkjrkf ll 33   (the spherical Bessel function 
 rkjl 3  provides the field finiteness at 0r ). The 
relationships between the multipole coefficients i Ma ,3
and i Ea ,3  of this field and the multipole coefficients 
t
Ma ,3
~  and t Ea ,3
~  of the same field written in the 
coordinate system with its origin at the point О2 are quite 
analogous to the relationships (33) and (34) in the case 
of completely homogeneous medium:
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5. Interaction of electromagnetic field emitted 
by QD with metal NP
By determining the multipole coefficients  mnai M ,,3
and  mnai E ,,3  of the field radiated by QD in the 
coordinate system with its origin at the point O1, we 
have defined thus the incident (i) field on spherical metal 
NP if NP is additionally placed into the system. Now, it 
becomes possible to consider the Mie scattering by NP, 
i.e. to find reflected (r) from NP and transmitted (t) into 
NP fields (nonradiative losses due to electron scattering 
inside NP are related only with these transmitted fields). 
Scattered (reflected) fields  rEr NP,3  and  rBr NP,3
can be written in the standard forms (12) and (13) with 
the multipole coefficients    mlamla r EEn ,, ,3,  , 
   mlamla r MMn ,, ,3,   and    rkhrkf ll 33   (the 
spherical Hankel function  rkhl 3  of the first kind 
provides correct asymptotic behavior of the scattered 
EM field in the form of diverging spherical waves at 
r ).
With account of spatial dispersion in the NP 
permittivity (10) the electric field induced in 
(transmitted into) the metal NP should be a sum of the 
transverse and longitudinal fields, 
     rErErE t Lt Tt ,1,11  , where the transverse electric 
field can be expressed as
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and the longitudinal electric field as
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Correspondingly, the magnetic field inside the 
metal NP can be expressed as 
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From the continuity conditions for the tangential 
components of the electric and magnetic fields and the 
additional boundary condition (ABC) of turning to zero 
of the normal component of free carrier’s current density 
at the NP surface 0
1
 Rrrej , it can be found that 
     mlalVmla i MNPMr M ,, ,333,,3  ,      mlalVmla i MNPMt M ,, ,331,,1  , 
     mlalVmla i ENPEr E ,, ,333,,3  ,      mlalVmla i ENPEt E ,, ,331,,1 
and      mlalVmla i ENPLt L ,, ,331,,1  , where the 
transmission and reflection amplitudes are expressed as
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RkjClli
lV

 (56)
     
    ,
0,
1313
1131
RkhRkj
RkjRkh
lTl
Tll
T
M


(57)
     
       ,0,][
][0,
31133
11
1
13
BCxjxRkh
xhxRkj
T
Rkxll
RkxlTl
T
EL
T




(58)
       
  ,
1
11
1311
RkjRk
RkjRkjRkjll
A
LlL
lTlLl

 (59)
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       
  ,
1
11
1311
RkjRk
RkhRkjRkjll
B
LlL
lTlLl

 (60)
 ]1[3  ibC . (61)
The poles in the amplitudes  lV NPE 33, ,  lV NPE 31,  and 
 lV NPL 31,  (zeros of EL ) correspond in energies to the 
localized surface plasmon resonances of the 
corresponding order l. Thus, at resonant excitation of NP 
(or close to resonant, depending on the frequency of 
light emitted by QD), just these localized plasmons 
substantially influence the characteristic radiative and 
non-radiative lifetimes in the QD+NP system.
Using the relationship    LTplLT i Pj   between 
free carrier’s current densities  LTj  and corresponding 
polarizations  LTplP , the ABC   011   RrrLTRrr ejjej
can be rewritten as     1RrrLplTpl ePP
     0,0,
1
,1,1  Rrr
t
LL
L
pl
t
T
T
pl k eEE . Further, 
taking into account that     t Libt LLLpl k ,1,1 ]1[, EE 
and     1,10, Rrr
t
T
T
pl eE
    
1
]1[ ,1,3,33 Rrr
t
Tib
r
NP
i
NP  eEEE , the 
ABC 
1Rrr 
ej  can be finally reduced to the boundary 
condition       1,1,11 Rrrt Lt Tib eEE
 
1
,3,33 Rrr
r
NP
i
NP  eEE . It transforms into the 
conventional ABC of the continuity of the normal 
component of the electric field at the NP surface [11] 
only in the case of  simple metal NP ( 0ib ) in vacuum 
( 13  ), or, more generally, when interband 
contribution ib  to the NP permittivity can be 
considered as a constant and 31  ib . The 
modernized ABC used in this work was first introduced 
in the work [17]. This ABC is a generalization of a 
conventional ABC for the case of real metal NP in 
dielectric matrix. 
In the long-wave limit when k3R1, 
1, 11 RkRk LT , the following approximate 
expressions can be obtained for the amplitudes (52)-
(56):
      
 
3
31
32
13
33,
0,
!!12!!32 


 Tl
NP
M ll
Rk
ilV , (62)
   
2
1
3
31,
0,
l
T
NP
M lV 




 , (63)
      
  
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
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
1
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33, , (64)
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
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
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

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1
12
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2
1
3
31, , (65)
   
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1
1
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1
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3
1
0
31,


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

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


 Ckk
l
l
llC
l
lV
T
ll
L
NP
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(66)
By determining multipole coefficients  mlar M ,,3 , 
 mlar E ,,3 ,  mlat E ,,1 ,  mlat M ,,1  and  mlat L ,,1 , we 
have determined thus all the EM fields in the non-
spherical “semiconductor QD + metal NP” system in the 
single scattering approximation.
6. Light emission by QD + NP system with account of 
multiple scattering of electromagnetic field
To complete the consideration, the multiple scattering 
between QD and NP of the EM field emitted initially by 
QD should be taken into account. In this case, the 
reflected from NP field  rEr ,NP3  and  rBr ,NP3 , in turn, 
should be considered as incident on QD. In the spherical 
coordinate system with its origin in QD, this field should 
have the following form: 
     
         ,~~,~]~~
[,~/~
3,33
,
~,330,3


lml
i
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i
E
i
QD
rkjmlarkj
mlaki
XX
rE r
(67)
       
        .]~~[,~/
~~,~~
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,
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
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lml
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M
ml
lml
i
E
i
QD
rkjmlaki
rkjmla
X
XrB
r
(68)
From the identities    rErE r ,NPi ,QD 33 ~   and 
   rBrB r ,NPi ,QD 33 ~  , the relationships can be obtained 
between the coefficients i Ma ,3
~  and i Ea ,3
~  on the one 
hand, and r Ma ,3  and 
r
Ea ,3  on the other hand. The 
relationships turned out to be similar to (47) and (48):
       
     ,,
,1,~
,333
1
,3,3
mlaDGDkm
mlaDFmna
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E
m
nl
l
r
M
m
nl
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M

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


(69)
       
      .],
,[1,~
,333
1
,3,3
mlaDGDkm
mlaDFmna
r
M
m
nl
l
r
E
m
nl
nli
E





(70)
With the multipole coefficients i Ma ,3
~  and i Ea ,3
~
found in this way, the standard Mie scattering of the EM 
field by QD can be further considered. According to 
(12), the reflected electric field from QD should have the 
following form:
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       
       .~~,~]~
~[,~/~
3,3
,
3~,330,3

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lml
r
Mlm
ml
l
r
E
r
QD
rkhmla
rkhmlaki
XX
rE r
(71)
The multipole coefficients of the reflected field are 
related with the corresponding coefficients of the 
incident field by the Mie scattering amplitudes  lV QDM 33,
and  lV QDE 33, :      mlalVmla i MQDMr M ,~,~ ,333,,3   and 
     mlalVmla i EQDEr E ,~,~ ,333,,3  . These amplitudes are 
expressed as follows:
                2322322232
2322322232
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(73)
In the long-wave limit, when 23Rk , 122 Rk
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Reflected from QD field, in turn, gives additional
contributions to the total radiated far-field and to the 
fields reflected from and transmitted into the NP. Being 
repeated, this process of mutual scatterings should form 
the series of corresponding contributions to the total 
fields. The resulting total fields should have the 
following forms (for short, only electric fields are 
written below): 
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L YrkjkmlA
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The electric field  rE ~3QD  is the sum of the field 
(42), which is initially radiated by QD and thus can be 
considered as zero-order contribution, and all 
subsequently reflected from (scattered by) QD fields 
(higher order contributions). Analogously, the electric 
field  rENP3  is the sum of all scattered by NP fields that 
are formed in the process of multiple scatterings in the 
QD+NP system,  rENPT,1  is the sum of all induced in NP 
transverse fields, and  rENPL,1  is the sum of all induced 
in NP longitudinal fields. The corresponding total 
magnetic fields  rB ~3QD ,  rBNP3  and  rBNP1  can be 
expressed analogously to the total electric fields (76)-
(78) using the general form of EM field 
presentation (13).
To continue further and find multipole coefficients 
EA ,3
~
, MA ,3
~
, EA ,3 , MA ,3 , EA ,1 , MA ,1  and LA ,1  of the 
total fields (76)-(79), introduce the following columns of 
these coefficients: 
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(82)
    TLLLm mlAmAA ]...,...,l[][ ,1,1,1  , (83)
and rewrite all the above obtained linear relationships in 
a matrix form. Thus, the relationships 
     mlalVmla i MQDMt M ,~,~ ,223,,3   and 
     mlalVmla i EQDEt E ,~,~ ,223,,3   at the QD boundary can 
be written as ]~[][]~[ ,223,3
i
m
QDt
m aVa  , where ]~[ ,3t ma  and 
]~[ ,2
i
ma  are the columns
   
    ,...],~...,l~...
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...],~...,l~...
...,~...,l~[]~[
,2,2
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(85)
and ][ 23
QDV  is the diagonal matrix formed from the 
transmission amplitudes  lV QDM 23,  (43) and 
 lV QDE 23, (44). 
Correspondingly, the binding relationships (47) and 
(48) in the forward direction (from QD to NP) can be 
represented in a matrix form as ]~[][][ ,3,3
t
mm
i
m aZa  , 
where ][ ,3
i
ma  is the column 
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and the matrix ][ mZ  is formed from the corresponding 
coefficients mnlF ,   mnlmnl GDkmG 33   and 
  mnlmnl GDkmG 33   in (47) and (48).
The binding relationships 
     mlalVmla i MNPMr M ,, ,333,,3  ,      mlalVmla i MNPMt M ,, ,331,,1  , 
     mlalVmla i ENPEr E ,, ,333,,3  ,      mlalVmla i ENPEt E ,, ,331,,1 
and      mlalVmla i ENPLt L ,, ,331,,1   at the NP boundary 
can be written as ][][][ ,333,3
i
m
NPr
m aVa  , 
][][][ ,3,31,1
i
m
NP
T
T
m aVa   and ][][][ ,3,31,1 i mNPLLm aVa  , 
where ][ ,3
r
ma , ][ ,1
T
ma  and ][ ,1
L
ma  are the columns 
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    Tt Lt LLm mlamaa ]...,...,l[][ ,1,1,1  , (89)
][ 33
NPV  and ][ ,31
NP
TV  are the diagonal matrices formed 
from the reflection amplitudes  lV NPM 33,  (52) and 
 lV NPE 33,  (54) and transmission amplitudes 
 lV NPM 31, (53) and  lV NPE 31, (55), ][ ,31NPLV  is the matrix 
with zero “magnetic type” part and diagonal “electric 
type” part formed from transmission amplitudes 
 lV NPL 31, (56), 
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The binding relationships (69) and (70) in the 
backward direction (from NP to QD) can be written as 
][]
~
[]~[ ,3,3
r
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m aZa  , where ]~[ ,3i ma  is the column 
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and the matrix ]
~
[ mZ  is formed from the corresponding 
coefficients   mnllnmnl FF  1~ , 
    mnllnmnl GDkm 3311    and 
    mnllnmnl GDkm 331    in (69) and (70).
Finally, the relationships 
     mlalVmla i MQDMr M ,~,~ ,333,,3   and 
     mlalVmla i EQDEr E ,~,~ ,333,,3   of the Mie scattering at 
QD can be written in a matrix form as 
]~[][]~[ ,333,3
i
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QDr
m aVa  , where 
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and ][ 33
QDV  is the diagonal matrix formed from the 
reflection amplitudes  lV QDM 33,  (72) and  lV QDE 33, (73).
Now, it becomes possible to express multipole 
coefficients ]
~
[ ,3 mA  (80) of that part of the total EM field 
radiated by the QD+NP system, which is related to QD 
(i.e. sum of the field radiated initially by QD and all 
subsequent scattered at QD fields), in the following 
form: 
     
   ,]~[][I]~[][
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~
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,223
1
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i
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m
i
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n
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aVaV
A
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(93)
where I is the unit matrix and  m  is the product of the 
matrices:
][][]
~
[][][ 3333 m
NP
m
QD
m ZVZV . (94)
In the series (93), the term  nm  corresponds to 
the nth-order scattering at QD of the initially radiated 
by the QD electromagnetic field. In the long-wave limit, 
when k3R2, k2R2<<1 and k3R1, 1, 11 RkRk LT , the 
series (93) converges rapidly and only few first terms 
should be in fact taken into account. 
Analogously, the multipole coefficients ][ ,3 mA
(81) of the total radiated EM field related to NP (i.e. the 
sum of all scattered at NP fields) can be expressed in the 
following form: 
   ]~[][I][][][ ,223133,3 i mQDmmNPm aVZVA  . (95)
For the multipole coefficients ][ ,1
T
mA  (82) and 
][ ,1
L
mA  (83) of the fields (78) and (79) induced in the 
metal NP, the following expressions are valid:
   ]~[][I][][][ ,2231,31,1 i mQDmmNPTTm aVZVA  , (96)
   ]~[][I][][][ ,2231,31,1 i mQDmmNPLLm aVZVA  . (97)
In the far-field region rr ~ . For this reason, the 
total far-field (f-f) radiated by the QD+NP system (i.e. 
sum of the fields  rE ~3QD  (76) and  rENP3  (77)) 
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should be characterized by the combined multipole 
coefficients ][]
~
[][ ,3,3
,-
,3 mm
NPQDff
m AAA 
 , while the 
field radiated by isolated QD is determined by the 
multipole coefficients ]~][[]~[ ,223,3
i
m
QDt
m aVa   both in 
near and far-field regions.
7. Conclusions
Thus, in this paper all the electromagnetic fields in the 
nonspherical “semiconductor QD + metal NP” system 
are consistently calculated for the case of light emission 
by a point (unit cell) dipole located inside QD. It enables 
to find the power and the rate of radiation as well as the 
intensity of electromagnetic energy absorption and the 
rate of nonradiative losses in the system under 
consideration. By integrating the contributions into the 
field radiated by QD of all QD unit cells on the base of 
the corresponding size-quantized exciton wave function 
(in line with Section 2 analysis), analogous 
characteristics can be found in the case of QD excitation 
as a whole. As a result, the luminescence efficiency 
change can be calculated as a function of the distance D
between QD and NP, radii R1 of metal NP and R2 of 
semiconductor QD and other parameters.
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Appendix
As a result of Taylor series expansion in the integrands 
(35) and (36) up to the third order in D and the 
subsequent use of normalization condition (22), the 
following analytical relationships between coefficients 
of EM field multipole expansion in two spherical 
coordinate systems centered at O1 and O2 points (see 
Fig. 1) can be obtained:
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Product k3D takes values within the range 0.02 to 
0.5 for the distances D between the origins of two 
shifted to each other spherical coordinate systems within 
the range 2…10 nm, 3 values – 1…15 and wavelength 
0 – 400…800 nm. Thus, only several terms with small 
nl   values should be taken into account in fact in the 
sums (A1) and (A2) at such a small D.
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